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Abstract.

Deconvolution of experimental measurements in e.g. electron or ion scattering
can result in considerable resolution enhancement. It is usually assumed that the
apparatus function which we wish to remove from the experimental signal is either
known exactly or with a much higher precision than the signal. This assumption
is not valid in general. In fact many situations are conceivable where measurement
of the apparatus function requires the same e ort as measurement of the signal.
We have performed a rigorous Bayesian analysis for this general case and present
applications to Rutherford backscattering from thin lms.
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Deconvolution remains at the center of interest in the analysis of experimental data. Increasing the instrumental resolution to the desired value may not be
possible, too cumbersome or expensive. The question then arises whether a suciently accurate measurement together with a suciently precise knowledge of the
apparatus function suces to arrive at the desired resolution by appropriate deconvolution procedures. The problem is old and has so far withstood a sustainable
solution.
In this paper we shall choose for purposes of illustration the particular experiment of Rutherford backscattering (RBS). RBS is a surface analytical technique
whose importance derives from its quantitative nature. Consider a beam of ions
of mass m0 , usually either protons or He nuclei with well de ned energy E0 in the
range of some MeV incident on a target of atomic mass number MB with a thin
lm overlayer MA . We shall assume - in line with the actual data - that MA is
very much larger than MB . Ions undergoing an elastic Coulomb collision with a
de ection by an angle  are recorded in a solid state detector. Since the projectile
target interaction is coulombic, the cross section associated with the scattering is
the Rutherford cross section, which is quantitatively known. All backscattered ions
have energy E1 < E0. E1 depends on E0, m0 , MA;B ,  and is, as a function of
y
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target mass, larger for scattering from MA than for scattering from MB since we
have assumed MA >> MB . A typical situation is shown schematically in g. 1.
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Figure 1. A schematic of a Rutherford backscattering (RBS) experiment.

Scattering from species A which forms only a thin lm on top of the bulk substrate
material B results therefore in a spectral spike slightly broadened by the apparatus transfer function while scattering from species B produces a step function.
The high energy side of this step results from scattering from the topmost B-layer.
Particles which have penetrated to some depth into material B before undergoing
large angle scattering loose energy on their way into the scattering center and out
to the detector and appear in the spectrum at progressively lower energies E1.
Note that the apparatus broadening is re ected in the rounded leading edge of the
B-species spectrum.
Let us now turn to the various mechanisms contributing to the overall apparatus function. Numbers given for the various contributing e ects are best estimates
for the particular experimental setup which we used to obtain the data we are
going to analyze here. The energy chosen for the analysis of Cu and Co lms on
a silicon substrate was 2.6 MeV with full width at half maximum of 13 keV. The
solid state detector resolution at E1  1 MeV is 15 keV wide. The electronic noise
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amounts to 5 keV while the contributions from detector solid angle, beam spot size
and nite lm thickness are estimated to be 3 keV. The resulting overall resolution
is then approximately 20.7 keV. Data from a thin cobalt lm on a silicon substrate
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Figure 2. RBS spectrum from a thin cobalt layer on a silicon substrate using 2.6 MeV He+
ions. Since cobalt is a single isotope element the measurement represents the apparatus function.

displayed in g. 2 are comparable with this estimate and yield the more precise
overall resolution of 19 keV (FWHM). The thin continuous line running through
the data points is a parameter free smooth density estimate of the experimental
data shown as full dots [1]. The target material cobalt was chosen because it is a
single isotope element. The Rutherford backscattering spectrum from a monolayer
of cobalt obtained with an ideal apparatus is accordingly a -spike, the real data
in g. 2 represent consequently the overall apparatus function.
We shall now proceed to write down the likelihood function . The data vector d
(the i-th component of d corresponds to the i-th energy channel) is then modeled
as
(1)
d = Af + Nd ; < Nd2i >= i2:

where A is the apparatus broadening matrix , f the desired spectroscopic feature
and Nd the vector of noise deteriorating d. According to the principle of maximum
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entropy we then have
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P(djf ; A;  ; I) = QNd p 2 exp ? 2
: (2)
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Since we are dealing with a counting experiment the diagonal matrix  is easily
estimated from the measurement. If we assume, that the apparatus matrix A^ is
also known for example as the continuous curve in g. 2, then the desired spectral
distribution f results from Bayes theorem
^
P(f jd; A^;  ; I) = P(djf ; A; ^ ; I) P(f jI) :
(3)
P(djA;  ; I)
We have o ered two powerful procedures to obtain the answer to Eqn. (3) at
the 1996 conference on maximum entropy and Bayesian methods [2,3]. One is the
adaptive kernel method and the other the spline based adaptive resolution image
reconstruction. Since both are well documented in the last years proceedings we
shall abandon a discussion of the actual inverse problem (3) but rather consider
the e ects, if we replace the assumed known apparatus matrix by the real world
pointwise measurement shown in g. 2 as full dots. Let A represent this matrix
and let aij be its elements. We then have to calculate P(djf ; A; ; ; I) by rst
introducing the true apparatus function A^ and subsequently integrating it out,
Z
P(djf ; A;  ; ; I) =
d ^aij P(djf ; A^;  ; ; I) P(A^jA; ; I);
(4)
where we have suppressed all logically irrelevant conditional information.  is
the matrix of standard deviations of the measurement of aij and again easily estimated since we deal with a counting experiment. Accordingly the prior distribution
P(A^jA; ; I) is
2
 ^a ? a 2 3
X
1
ij
ij 5 :
(5)
P(A^jA; ; I) / exp 4? 2

ij
ij
Since both factors in the integral (4) are quadratic forms in the variables a^ij we
proceed in the usual way: nd the maximum and complete the square. This is
somewhat massy but elementary. Assuming further that the likelihood function
(2) is suciently localized such that all integrations can be extended to ?1 <
a^ij < 1; 8i; j we arrive at
Nd (d ? (A f ) )2 !
X
1
1
i
i
P(djf ; A;  ; ; I) = QNd q 2 exp ? 2
: (6)
2
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The most important di erence between (6) and (2) is the replacement of  by

e , again a diagonal matrix given by

e2 ;i = i2 +

N
X
2ij fj2 :
j =1

(7)
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with i2 beingPthe contribution to the likelihood variances from the data measurement and Nj=1 2ij fj2 being the contribution from the nite precision of the
measurement of the apparatus matrix A.
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Figure 3. RBS spectrum from a thin copper layer on silicon using 2.6 MeV He+ ions. The
primary data do not separate the isotopes at A1 = 63 amu and A2 = 65 amu. Reconstruction
using the smooth and the pointwise function of g. 2 are given. Note the excellent agreement of
the isotope abundances in comparison to tabulated data.

The data which we have processed were obtained from a thin copper lm
deposited again on silicon and are shown in g. 3. Copper unlike cobalt has two
di erent isotopes A1 = 63 amu with a natural abundance of 69.2% and A2 = 65
amu with a natural abundance of 30.8%. The unprocessed RBS spectrum of the
copper thin lm shown as full dots in g. 3 does not resolve these two isotopes.
The dashed line is obtained upon assuming that the apparatus function is identical
to the smooth curve approximation of the measurement shown in g. 2 using (3).
We see a dramatic gain in resolution. The continuous curve through the data
points represents the data t. If we now replace the likelihood function (2) by the
likelihood function (6) which is based on the pointwise measured cobalt spectrum
in g. 2 we obtain the continuous peaks and obviously, we have lost resolution.
The di erence between the results based on (2) and (6) respectively can easily
be reconciled recalling that the variances of apparatus function A and spectral
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feature f add up under the convolution operation to the variance of the signal d.
Thus
var(d) = var(A) + var(f ):

(8)

The question arises which measurement accuracy is sucient for the desired resolution. For the sake of arguments we assume that the variances of the peaks
of the data d, the apparatus function A and the image f are well described by
their widths Wd , WA and Wf . With Wf =  Wd , where is the inverse of the
resolution enhancement, < 1, eqn. 8 transforms into
WA  (1 ? 2) 12  1 ? 
(9)
Wd
From conservation of the area of the images under convolution we estimate =
1=7:5 leading to  = 0:009 for the dashed line spectrum in g. 3 and = 1=5:4 with
 = 0:017 for the continuous line spectrum in g. 3. The di erence in the width
of the images based on either (2) or (6) translates accordingly into a di erence
in width of the data of 0.8%. This is exactly the uncertainty of the width of the
pointwise given apparatus function in g. 2 if we make a quick and dirty calculation
of its second moment and the error thereof. But it is not only the di erence in width
that matters, it is also necessarily the pointwise apparatus function which produces
the smaller resolution enhancement since the smooth curve representation is always
one with as low a curvature as possible when obeying the data constraints. Its
width represents therefore systematically an upper limit to the width of the true
apparatus function, thereby overdoing the deconvolution.
In addition,  is a measure for the width accuracies necessary for the desired
resolution. For an ideal measurement of a -peak WWAd = 1 whereas for a real measurement WWAd = . For a resolution enhancement of 10 (100) the joint uncertainty
of the widths of the data and the apparatus function has to be smaller than 0.5%
(0.005%). This crude assessment reveals the limits of appropriate deconvolution
procedures in cases where we deal with noisy data.
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